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the tropic air, and the pounding salute. Now frontiers
advance more delicately, a little in the manner of the lamented
Agag, For imperialism was becoming less sure of itself, less
certain of the blessings of good government and ordered
commerce ; and its tone became most apologetic.
I may be wrong. But in the latest devices of American
policy I seem to detect a further shading of the bold im-
perialist design, a method of approach to the desired objec-
tive more delicate than Agag's. For methods vary with the
march of time, and their variations are all in the direction of
an increasing gentleness, The modern statesman annexes
almost with a gesture of motherhood. His sterner pre-
decessors, confronted with a prize, incontinently grabbed
it—his grandfather by simple annexation, his father by a
rigmarole about Spheres of Influence. But the softer tread
of our contemporaries disdains such brutal footsteps. It
advances under cover of a vigorous protestation of belief
in the essential independence of the coveted object—and to
lend it money. An occasional landing-party of Marines may
keep a watchful eye on the security, but always with a stern
insistence that it is no property of theirs. As the game
develops, the object of desire may be impelled (with perfect
freedom of action, but one eye on the Marines) to enter a
treaty of perpetual friendship and dependence with and
upon the absorbing Power. There will be no vulgar annexa-
tion, That is precisely where the method of Naboth's
vineyard differs from that of Wall Street.
Is this delicate technique the latest variation on the Old-
World theme of imperialism ? I wonder, and am half
inclined to think so. If so, I trust that the stern judges of
the New World will be a trifle less severe upon the historical
shortcomings of the Old. For they seem to be heirs to one,
at least, of its vices in an attenuated form. Kid-glove
imperialism is no more defensible on abstract principles of
human justice than the full-blooded variety. Can we be
sure that the United States, after a brief experiment in
annexation, has not entered upon a more insidious form of

